
WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL

And what's more, as The New York Times points out, â€œ40 percent of those who took the ACT writing exam in the
high school class of lacked the reading and.

Going forward it will be more important than ever that teachers coordinate their lesson plans in support of the
Common Core Standards. Click here to check-out iPods Across the Curriculum Homepage and see the lessons
that have been posted by Nevada teachers. Have the kids create a website or a pamphlet for some real world
writing experience. Writing is a great way to engage allof your students! Another effective strategy for
analyzing writing requires no more than three highlighters of different colors. Real World Writing: Think
about the type of writing most often done in your discipline and have the students do it! Students can usually
come up with several examples and enjoy imitating these professionals. Our fifth module from the Writing
Across the Curriculum Guide shows teachers how to design excellent R. Then pair them up with another
student and have them discuss the topic. On this page, you can find direct links to most of the resources used
during this class, as well as direct access to some of our new Writing Across the Curriculum teacher
workshops we've developed over the year. As students exit the class or the lesson, they hand in an exit ticket,
which demonstrates their individual levels of understanding of a piece of classroom content. There are many
ways to incorporate writing into lesson plans without requiring a teacher to become a six traits whiz. An exit
ticket is a student- and teacher-friendly way to build fluency while gathering good formative data on one's
students. The ScienceFix Homepage The best writing lessons often inspire student writers with a published
"mentor text," which is used to excite students about an idea, or to show students what quality writing looks
like. Writing across the curriculum is a wonderful way to get kids writing and learning in bigger, better, deeper
ways. In addition, studies have shown that writing helps boost student achievement across the board because it
actively engages children. Workshop Modules from the W. Why Write Across the Curriculum? Check back
with us soon! Model What You Expect. We're glad you have found this page at WritingFix and are interested
in learning to better use writing in all curriculum areas. Not just in English class, but all the time. To begin, I
might ask students whether they have noticed that some professionals e. This means that the burden of literacy
will shift to the entire teaching staff. At each of these specific on-line collections, in each page's introduction,
you will find a proposal form for the lessons. Coordinator, Corbett Harrison, offers this workshop over the
summer months from his personal website. Check out our collection of free writing across the curriculum
resources! Interested in bringing this workshop to your state or district? Journals are an informal place for
students to summarize their thoughts and think about class content, no matter what the subject. Children and
adolescents are natural at role-playing, and teachers can leverage this skill to help them understand differences
between text types in writing. Interested in local NNWP inservice opportunities? You can give the children
writing prompts or just let them write freely! After modeling a particular skill, the teacher can point to key
phrases that can become sentence frames for students to use. Our newest W. Writing saves you time! This is
the proposal form that will be used on the last night of class: WritingFix's Summarizing Across the
Curriculum Homepage Plagiarism is bad--obviously--but a lot of our students don't know how to write it "in
their own words. Exit tickets can become very effective gauges of students' learning, and they can help
increase your students' ability to communicate succinctly while organizing their thoughts about your
classroom content. In fact, to become more independent writers, students have to learn to evaluate their own
work. The following five strategies are relatively easy to prepare for and implement, flexible in method of
delivery, and applicable to virtually all content areas to support student learning see Table 1. First Quantity,
Then Quality. Creating Purpose with Role-Play. He suggests breaking your lectures down into 5 to minute
chunks and inviting the students to summarize what you spoke about at the end of each block. Click here.
Lessons will be posted at this new page, which should make its debut in February 


